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B E D D I N G
C O L L E C T I O N

There’s nothing better than a great night’s sleep, and containing only 100%

natural fibre means that Hypnos’ bedding collection can help ensure your

sleep is that much more restful.

Hypnos’ bedding collection includes a wide range of pillows, toppers, pillow

and mattress protectors, including a unique system whereby you can personalise

the level of comfort of the wool pillows, so you can be confident your

comfort is catered for.

By helping to regulate temperature, drawing moisture away from your

body and deterring allergens, Hypnos’ luxurious and natural bedding collection

delivers a deeply relaxing and rejuvenating night’s sleep, helping to fulfil

dreams for a healthy and enjoyable life.
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Mattress protector size guide

90 x 190 x 35cm (35.5 x 78 x 14”) 

135 x 190 x 35cm (53 x 78 x 14”) 

150 x 200 x 35cm (59 x 78 x 14”) 

180 x 200 x 35cm (71 x 78 x 14”)

Single 90 x 190cm (36 x 75”) 

Double 135 x 190cm (54 x 75”) 

King size 150 x 200cm (60 x 78”)

Superking size 180 x 200cm (72 x 78”) 

- 48 x 74cm (19 x 29”) - 48 x 88cm (19 x 34.5”)

� �

line dry only

line dry only

line dry only

line dry only

Wool topper

Wool mattress protector

Wool pillow

Wool pillow protector

Latex pillow

Latex pillow cover

Feather & Down pillow

machine washable on wool cycle at 30°c

machine washable on wool cycle at 30°c

machine washable on wool cycle at 30°c

machine washable on wool cycle at 30°c

do not dry clean or wash

machine washable at 40°c

machine washable at 40°c

n/a

low temperature tumble dry

n/a

Wool

Feather & Down

High Profile Latex

Low Profile Latex 

Care and maintenance

�

71 x 40 x 18cm (27 x 15 x 7”) 

64 x 42 x 15.5cm (25 x 16 x 6”)

Pillow sizes
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W O O L

Wool helps regulate body temperature and sleeping comfort. Wool is the only proven natural

anti-allergy bedding solution. It is natural, sustainable, renewable and biodegradable, as well

as being naturally flame resistant. Wool also wicks away moisture, keeping you cool and dry

for improved sleeping comfort.

WOOL-FILLED PILLOW

■ Filled with 100% wool, proven to be anti-allergenic.

■ The wool pillow can be adjusted to suit the sleeper.

■ The wool pillow is made up of wool clusters called ‘wool balls’.

■ You can adapt the wool filling to alter the feel of the pillow;

� softer pillow – pull wool clusters apart.

� flatter pillow – remove suitable quantity of wool.

� deeper, firmer pillow – purchase extra wool balls to stuff the pillow.

■ The wool pillow offers improved sleeping comfort by regulating body temperature.

■ The wool pillow is available in two sizes; king (48 x 90cm) and standard (48 x 74cm).

■ The wool pillow comes with a discrete zip, which can be undone to access the filling.

WOOL BALLS

■ Filled with 100% wool, proven to be anti-allergenic.

■ Customers can purchase extra ‘wool balls’ for the wool pillow to alter the feel (available in

250g bags).

■ If additional support is needed but you don’t want to add an extra pillow, purchasing extra

wool balls allows you to customise the pillow into the desired shape or height.

A pillow is fundamental in supporting your head, neck and body for a restful night’s sleep, so being

able to customise your wool pillow based on your sleeping position is key to helping your body relax.
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W O O L

WOOL PILLOW PROTECTOR

■ Filled with 100% wool and 100% cotton cover, proven to be anti-allergenic.

■ The wool and pure cotton pillow protector is multi-functional. Not only does it help protect against

dust mites, which cannot survive in wool, it also helps regulate body temperature keeping you cool

in the summer and warm in the winter.

■ The protector also adds an extra comfort layer to your pillow and helps protect from stains and

spillages.

■ Offered in a standard size 48 x 74cm.

WOOL MATTRESS PROTECTOR

■ Filled with 100% wool, proven to be anti-allergenic.

■ The wool mattress protector helps protect the mattress against dust mites by creating an

environment where they cannot survive. This makes for a more hygienic and clean sleeping

environment, as well as helping to regulate body temperature between the summer and winter

months for outstanding comfort.

■ The wool mattress protector also adds additional comfort and helps protect the mattress from

stains and spillages.

■ The wool mattress protector is available in all standard mattress sizes.

WOOL-FILLED TOPPER

■ Filled with 100% wool, proven to be anti-allergenic.

■ The wool-filled topper not only provides an extra layer of comfort, it helps create a comfortable

and relaxing sleeping environment by regulating body temperature for less disturbed sleep.

■ The topper can be attached to the mattress with elasticated straps on each corner to ensure it

stays in place.

■ The wool is kept in place within the topper with a sewn-in panel frame construction to keep it

nice and lofty underneath you.

■ The wool-filled topper is available in all standard mattress sizes.
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L AT E X  &  P O C K E T  S P R I N G

Latex is naturally derived and has been moulded with air pockets for breathability. It is

supportive and pressure relieving, whilst having exceptional wicking and thermal qualities to

help regulate body temperature. Latex is anti-microbial, anti-bacterial, biodegradable,

recyclable and durable.

HIGH PROFILE REACTIVE LATEX PILLOW

■ Ideal for those who sleep on their sides and back.

■ The High Profile latex pillow instantly cradles your head and neck providing superior comfort,

support and pressure relief.

■ Durable and keeps its shape.

■ Breathable, keeping you cool and dry.

LOW PROFILE REACTIVE LATEX PILLOW

■ Ideal for those who sleep on their stomach and back.

■ The Low Profile latex pillow fully supports your head and neck providing the greatest comfort,

support and pressure relief.

■ The pillow springs back into shape, fully maintaining support as you move.
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F E AT H E R  &  D O W N
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Made with 85% feather and 15% down, this natural filling provides a unique soft and cosy

feel to your bedding. Down is one of the finest natural insulators, giving you warmth

without weight. Goose down is considered one of the very best thanks to its larger, more

mature down clusters, making the filling longer lasting.

FEATHER AND DOWN PILLOW

■ Filled with the perfect balance of goose feather and down for a more supportive feel to

cocoon your head and neck.

■ Finished with a 100% cotton, 230-thread-count

cover.

■ The feather and down pillow is suitable to use all

year round.

■ Ideal for side and back sleepers.

■ Offered in a standard size 48 x 74cm.
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G U I D E S

D E S I G N

Your bedroom should be your sanctuary, with your bed taking centre

stage. A space completely unique to you, it should transport you to a

place of complete serenity, away from the hustle and bustle of daily life,

where you can wake up beautifully, relax and indulge in some precious

‘me-time’.

Hypnos offers a range of helpful design guides to assist you in transforming

your bedroom into your perfect sleep haven.

From enhancing the comfort of your bed with our range of bedding, such

as pillows, toppers and duvets, to selecting your ideal divan base, complete

with stylish feet, legs or perhaps a fully upholstered divan skirt; deciding on

your preferred discreet storage solution and crowning your bed with with

a stunning headboard - all upholstered in one of our extensive selection of

matching or complementary fabrics, velvets and leathers, or even your

own fabric - Hypnos helps make this a joyful and inspirational journey.

Bedding Collection (this document) Divan Base Collection Headboard Collection Storage Collection
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Hypnos Limited

Princes Risborough   |   Buckinghamshire  HP27 9RS    |    England

T: +44 (0) 1844 348200    |    E: sleep@hypnosbeds.com

www.hypnosbeds.com

/hypnosbeds @hypnosbeds JA
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